Drum Circle with Chazz & Juliano… The Tribal Way!

The Human Element Passage is a Premier Strategic Development Non-Profit, servicing our
South East Los Angeles (SELA) Region. They have worked both nationally & internationally
moving away from Globalization to advance the Selaization movement. They create Intentional
Gatherings to be in the moment to discover collaborative potentials by developing & leading
individuals, communities & local businesses to come together through cultural, educational &
tribal experiences to provide you with self-discovery opportunities, strategies & a road map.

UNITY – INCLUSIVE - SUCCESS
Drum Circles creates unity in minutes
They bring people of all types together,
To create Harmony, Music & Success!

With a drum for all participants, our team of professional musicians & facilitators create a
memorable, interactive tribal & cultural experience that you will remember & appreciate.
For centuries drumming has been an instrument bringing people together for significant
occasions such as births, deaths, harvests, weddings, battle & rites of passage.
Drums create the tempo & direction of a person, group & tribe. It’s the sound of a heart
beat! Drums continues to bring people together to promote life & breaks down walls. Today
drum circles remain an effective way for unity, communities and groups to share &
experience success as one with the collaboration of different tribes or groups.
Tribes around the world utilized drums not only for their musical qualities but as a means of
communication. This is what we are doing in our SELA Region to bring us together & grow as
a region! As the sound of the drum travelled from city to city, it shares a message to our
people to draw us together. This is the same effect that was achieved back in the day when
we had no IPhone or Internet. The drum was a way of communication and still is.
In modern day as in the past drumming is an effective way to build culture, unite groups &
collaborate through tribal ways. The experience of drum circles is cool, enjoyable, joyful,
communicative & most importantly of all it is shared. Drum Circles provide a safe place to
really experience the successes of creating together. To Lean more Contact Juliano at 714345-3451.
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